SONNENWIESE®
SONNENWIESE® by KLAFS

90 °C

Enjoy the positive effects of the sun at home - with the SONNENWIESE® from KLAFS. Following the principle of
immediate pigmentation, tanning is especially intensive: Melanin, responsible for tanning, is re-produced.
Additionally, the UV radiation encourages the existing melanin to move to the upper skin layers. This creates a
natural, long-lasting tan for a lovely skin. Not to forget the futuristic design and, well-known for KLAFS, the highest
aspiration for quality and reliability.
The KLAFS SONNENWIESE® in the resting area

60 °C

40 °C
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SWAY by KLAFS

90 °C

60 °C

THE POWER NAP
The biological rhythm of a person is the basis for health and performance. If it is disturbed, for example through
stress or jetlag, then a power nap - a short energy-creating sleep - is a wonderful performance booster.
THE INNOVATION
Like a boat on calm water, the SWAY pendulum lounger from KLAFS cradles you softly into an energy-giving
power nap.
With its movements, the SWAY simulates the calm motion of a pendulum with the length of 7,50 m and a
deflection of 115 mm. The resulting calm swinging motion creates an intensive and deep relaxation.
The awareness of the pendulum motion soon falls away and lets you forget time and space. Your muscles relax.
Your breathing calms down. And your thoughts detach themselves from your daily routine.
THE RESULT
After just 15 to 30 minutes of relaxing on the SWAY, your concentration and performance will increase noticeably.
Regular SWAY naps help prevent long-term stress and, therefore, reduce the danger of stress-related illnesses.
KLAFS SWAY is an exclusive energy provider in many places: From the private sauna – as a sauna lounger -, to
day spas; at trade fairs, in travel and congress centres, hotel and private spas, right up to the executive office
levels. Thanks to its innovative swaying function, this relaxation lounger opens up new paths almost everywhere,
doing body and soul the world of good and – while doing so – improving concentration, performance and
reactive capabilities.
A short daytime nap helps regenerate the body and can increase the concentration, performance and reaction
levels as well as lowering risk from heart attack. It is no wonder that many companies have discovered power
napping as an effective option for themselves and their workers.
With SWAY, KLAFS takes this principle an important step further. Thanks to the unique pendulum function, the
lounger is not only a comfortable place for a regenerating nap, but also an effective wellness programme for body
and soul. And with such relaxed guests, you can take your own well deserved break now and again.
The SWAY motor and technical construction was perfected by our specialists in co-operation with scientists from the
Fraunhofer IAO. The result: the motor works virtually silently creating the highest possible comfort and relaxation.
If you need more information please take a look on our page:
http://www.klafs.com/media/uploads/projekt/klafs_relaunch_de/docs/PT%20Sway_EN.pdf
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A pleasent combination SWAY with SONNENWIESE®

90 °C

If you want to wake up from your SWAY pendulum lounger session not only relaxed, but also radiantly beautyful,
the combination with our SONNENWIESE® is particulary advantageous.

60 °C

Like on board a ship, let yourself be swayed by gentle waves and warmed and tanned by mild eays of sun. And
that at any time of the year. The combination of the SWAY pendulum lounger and SONNENWIESE® will have
you wake up deeply relaxed and invigorated after just 15 minutes.
Possible SWAY colors:

40 °C
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